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Melissa Norton  
Editor-in-Chief  
*BMC Health Services Research*

Dear Melissa

**RE: Child Health Partnerships: a review of program characteristics, outcomes and their relationship** by Kapila Jayaratne, Margaret Kelaher and David Dunt

On behalf of my co-authors, I am submitting a revised version of the manuscript titled as above.

We have addressed the following revisions suggested by your editorial team:

Box: unfortunately we cannot incorporate 'boxes' in the manuscript. Please either include them as tables at the end of the manuscript and cited them as such in the text, or remove the lines and include the information within the manuscript text- you can use indentation to highlight the text. Please remember to renumber any subsequent tables.

*We have removed lines in 3 boxes and one box included as a table.*

Authors' contributions: Please state that all authors read and approved the manuscript.

*We have done the relevant addition.*

Tables: we notice that you have included the tables as additional files. If you want the tables to be visible within the final published manuscript please include them in the manuscript in a tables section following the references. Alternatively, please cite the files as Additional file 1 etc., and include an additional files section in the manuscript.

*Two tables were added as additional files due to landscape page set-up.*

References: Please ensure that all references are cited in the manuscript in numerical order. Several references are currently either not cited or cited out of order.

*All the references are cited. Citations that are not seen in the main text are located in Table 1 and Table 2, which are included as additional files.*

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Highlighting/tracking: Please remove all highlighting and tracking from the manuscript.

*done.*
Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance. 

--done.

Kindly accept the revised article for publication in the *BMC Health Services Research*.

Sincerely,

Kapila Jayaratne